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The new East
Building is inspired
by the naturallyweathered
monolithic rocks
that occur in
the Australian
landscape. Its
form reflects the
softened contours
of the Remarkable
Rocks on Kangaroo
Island.
Together, the
ensemble of
buildings complete
a visitor experience
that is completely
South Australian –
dramatic, creative
and authentic.
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Inspired by icons in South
Australia’s landscape, from
the great granite boulders
of the Remarkable Rocks
on Kangaroo Island, to the
Flinders Ranges, the hard
edges of the East Building are
weathered down but remain
anchored into the site.
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Engineered and
built in Australia,
the centre’s
rotating theatres are
a first of their kind in
the region. Combined
with hinged seating
bays, dividing walls
and demountable
meeting rooms, the
innovation delivered
in the East building
has enabled a highly
adaptable and
transformative facility.

1. Function

3. Plenary Rake
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4. Scale Shift

6. Lower Roof

MAIN ENTRY
FROM NORTH TERRACE

RIVERBANK ENTRY

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
The narrative of the new
building celebrates what is
great about South Australia
and creating a memorable
experience was vital.
Adelaide’s advantage in the
conference and events sphere
required a centre that marries
the experience of the state
with the talent of the city.
Together the ensemble of
buildings completes an imprint
of a visitor experience that is
completely South Australian
– dramatic, creative and
authentic.

CONVENTION CENTRE
TYPOLOGY AND
INNOVATION
The stage 2 East building
incorporates numerous
innovative internal moving
parts to maximise the flexibility
of the facility and provide
many different configurations
and sizes of meeting space.
These features include
operable walls, two 320seat rotating auditoriums,
and tiered seating for 3,500
that when lifted, reveal a flat
floor capable of exhibition or
banquet events.
Engineered and built in
Australia, the centre’s rotating
theatres are a first of their kind
in the region. Combined with
hinged seating bays, dividing
walls and demountable
meeting rooms, the innovation
delivered in the East building
has enabled a highly
adaptable and transformative
facility.

Inspired by the crystalline structure of a geode, a spherical rock or gemstone that
contains hollow cavities lined with crystals, the interior design materialises the
moments of drama, structure and surprise staged within the Plenary Hall. Reflecting the
energy and vitality of the people in the festival state of South Australia, the crystalline
fractals are revealed via a series of flexible, multi-purpose spaces for events and
conferences.
Referencing an orange sunset and sparkling sky, the interiors scheme captures the
experience of South Australia’s outback region.

PLAZA ACCESS

Crystalline Geometry

Primary Framework

Supports Material Shift to
Define Spatial Character

Crystalline Internal Form

Defines Spatial Geometry

Secondary Framework

Fractal Geometry Design Concept

MATERIALITY
7. Puncture

Adelaide Convention Centre
has renewed its reputation
as one of the finest facilities
in the world. The location
of the centre is unparalleled
in Australia; adjacent to
business, cultural, medical
research and entertainment
precincts, and positioned to
showcase Adelaide’s iconic
riverbank and parklands.

Inspired by
the crystalline
structure of a
geode, the interior
design materialises
the moments of
drama, structure
and surprise
staged within the
Plenary Hall.
INTERIORS

PRE-FUNCTION
WINDOWS

PLACE MAKING AND
CIVIC CONNECTIVITY
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FAÇADE AND
INSPIRATION

Design Massing Diagram

The design of the facility
showcases a landscape
formed over half a billion
years. While the West building
was inspired by the dramatic
layered geology and colour of
the nearby Flinders Ranges,
the weathered organic shape
of the new East Building
suggest the softened contours
of the Remarkable Rocks at
Kangaroo Island.
The concept for the East
building was derived from
the cross-section of a South
Australian rock that opens to
reveal its inner beauty and
character. The tactile interior
form is in contrast to the
smooth, weathered exterior.

Singular Smooth Form

A complex structural steel frame was fabricated locally and efficiently assembled on
site. The zinc cladding that wraps the form was refined in a façade system developed
for this project in South Australia. Soft red pigments in the zinc reference the rocky
outcrops of the regional landscape.

SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability was integrated throughout the design process, with complex fluid
dynamic modelling and clever energy management systems combined with state-ofthe-art smart LED lighting systems delivering a building with 27 percent lower energy
consumption than the original building.

Interior Design Concept Design Perspective

Geometric Apertures

Apertures are chiselled and faceted
Referencing the geological design narrative,
the apertures are geometric and faceted in nature

Facade Design Articulation

Entrance Foyer
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The Adelaide
Convention Centre
comprises three key
identities:

East:
An Uncut Jewel

West:
An Ancient
Layered Land

Central:
Our International
Emergence
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Drawing inspiration
from local
topographical and
geological elements,
the form and
materials in the West
building allude to the
colours, textures
and forms found in
the South Australian
outback.
The design references
the fractured rock
strata of the Flinders
Ranges, with colours
that vary throughout the
day according to the
direction and intensity
of sunlight.

THE WEST BUILDING
Stage 02 Plenary

Existing

Stage 01 Expansion

Staging Diagram

Providing a grand international statement,
two distinctive architectural gestures
together provide a cohesive, distinctly South
Australian narrative. Positioned sensitively
within the landscape, the architecture was
created with respect for the human scale
and patron experience, with views out over
Adelaide city’s parklands.
An ensemble buildings with a civic presence
in the Riverbank precinct, the centre has
been designed to interface with the city on
all frontages; a game-changing approach for
convention centres that traditionally contain
façades dominated by loading and utility
functions. Instead, an innovative solution
positioned the loading infrastructure within
the building resulting in a building with a
public address to all aspects.

THE ADELAIDE CONVENTION CENTRE
COMPRISES THREE KEY IDENTITIES:
East: An Uncut Jewel
Central: Our International Emergence
West: An Ancient Layered Land

The West building expanded the facility
over active railway lines to create a new city
edge, converting the bridge into an active
boulevard for pedestrian permeability. The
design integrated a pedestrian promenade
from the river to the main terminus railway
station at North Terrace lost to a rail corridor
150 years ago.

Each component has been designed to operate as a standalone facility with a distinct address or
can be combined together to function as one dynamic venue. Collectively, the centre is capable
of simultaneously holding a number of independent events with concurrent bookings enabling
unparalleled flexibility.
Rotating theatres, the first of their kind in the region, were built from scratch in Australia, combined
with hinged seating bays, dividing walls and demountable meeting rooms provide the centre with
unsurpassed flexibility. Combined with the innovation delivered in the West building, no other centre in
the world can adapt and transform to the extent that this facility can.
Complex fluid dynamic modelling and clever energy management systems including heat recovery and
variable speed fan drives combine with state-of-the-art smart LED lighting systems to provide a building
with more functionality but with 27% lower energy consumption than the building
it replaced.
Rainfall management incorporating sediment and pollutant dilution for the Torrens River System will
assist downstream water quality improvement, with connection into the GAP allowing for a 70%
reduction in potable water use.
The project is the result of a great collaborative effort between Woods Bagot and the Adelaide
Convention Centre team, who delivered a very precise brief and vision for its redevelopment. Woods
Bagot are now taking the innovation learned here in Adelaide to create the most dynamic and flexible
“next generation” of convention centres across the globe.
Starry Night Hinged Seating / Ceiling Panel

Drawing inspiration from local topographical
and geological elements, the form and
materials in the West building allude to the
colours and textures and forms found in the
South Australian outback. Referencing the
fractured rock strata of the Flinders Ranges,
with colours that vary throughout the day
according to the direction and intensity of
sunlight.
The manner in which layers of rock in
northern South Australia are folded and
fractured is referenced in the façade with
dramatic shapes that show evidence of
the supporting structure. The form of the
building has been chiselled down, warped,
and weathered; analogous with the ancient
landscapes of the region.
The façade features an orange hue that tints
to brown at sunset, accented by grey and
black layers reminiscent of the quartz and
siltstone of the Flinders Ranges. The interior
architecture continues these design devices
in a more delicate manner to build on the
unique visitor experience.

